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"PSYCHIC PAGE BRYANT SEES DEVIL’S TRIANGLE
VICTIM KIDNAPPED BY UFOS"

By Paul Dougherty 
National Star, Sept. 14, 1974

"We took off shortly after dawn in our tiny Piper Cherokee. 
As we headed out to sea from Orlando, Florida airport, our pilot, 
Bob Burr, turned to me and pointed silently at his radio compass. 
The compass had abandoned its previously steady bearing and was 
rapidly and jerkily rotating around and around the dial. This is 
it, I thought, already!

"Bob, a Veteran of 18 years sport-flying in Florida and the 
Bahamas, said that no such thing had ever happened to him before. 
He added, reassuringly, that it might be the sending Station. A 
switch of frequency restored the needle to stability, but the ex
perience made it easy to see how planes could get lost in the area.

"An air of Pension continued to hang over the tiny cabin, un
til the appearance of Grand Bahama Island about an hour later con- 
firmed we were on course. Shortly afterwards, Page, who had be
come very silent, began to shift restlessly in her cramped seat 
next to the pilot.

"’l’m feeling something,9 the 300-pound woman said, ’Something's 
coming through to me.'

"Page became glassy-eyed. Her voice dropped into a trance-like 
slur. She began to mutter, sometimes inaudibly, about something 
’very dangerous’.

"'Very exceptional solar energy,’ she gasped, ’aberrations 
in our atmosphere. . . a long, tubulär ray coming out of. the water 
and on indefinitely into the sky. . . ship or plane moving into it 
will be dematerialized. . . Near Bimini, it’s near Bimini. This 
plane must go nowhere near the ißland of Bimini!'

"Page suddenly sat bolt upright and said in ä loud, normal 
voice: ’Paul, teil Bob not to go anywhere near Bimini.*

"Bob didn’t wait to be told. He peeled off smoothly to the 
left and shoehomed the tiny plane through a gap between the thun- 
derheads and towards Grand Bahama Island. Page later explained 
that the ‘beam* would stay between Miami and Bimini until mid-Sep
tember and then shift to a point between Grand Bahama and Walker 
Cay.
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"While the ’beam* was there, she said, these places would be 
extremely dangerous. She then added calmly that this Information 
had come to her through the spirit of Francis Gallivan one of 
the 27 men who vanished on 5, 1945, in the part of the
Triangle we were now traversing.

"There was a Sergeant Robert Gallivan aboard one of the five 
Avenger bombens and a Martin Mariner flying boat that flew off, 
apparently. into- nothinghess, from. Ft« Lauderdale naval base that 
grey DecenSer day. It was only when we landed back at Tampa air- 
port that the full, extraordinary story of Ms. Bryant’s leap into 
the past was revealed. Hypnotist and parapsychologist Al Miner, 
of St. Petersburg, Florida put Page into a deep hypnotic trance. 
This is the story that came out of her as she ’became' the missing 
pilot:

"'I’m in a very. large, bulky' plane. It's dark greem. Military. 
I'ra slim, tall, my name is Galligan. The gauges in front of me 
read NN£ 5,200. ft., on course, enough fuel. I am now 50 miles 
out in the Atlantic and turaing back to Ft. Lauderdale. I’m in 
the lead plane, cooe number (.26. There are five aricraft including 
myself. Purpose of this mission is to train new pilots for Forma
tion flying. It’s getting a little hazier. Now. way off in the 
distance I can see large, dark storm clouds. It’s very unusual, 
the radar records no storm clouds.
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”’We are moving completely into a stören pattem. The wind 
seems to be taking on a whirlwind effect. I am having difficulty 
in flying. The heat is building up on the plane, It seems like 
the tail of the plane wants to spin out on tue. Now the plane seems
to be losing altitude very fast. I can feel it dropping, but it’s
not showing on the altimeter. I have a feeling like being in a
dark room. Visibility is zero. The compass is showing south but
that is not possible.

ALIEN VOICES?
H‘I can hear some kind of foreign language on the radio. It 

sounds like Sp<nish« I’ve issued a Mayday but there seems to be 
no return. It’s absolutely dark. l‘m scared now« I can some- 
times see the wing tip of the plane to the left of me glinting 
someliow«. I efiht b» to the right.

"’l can hear a sowd like a tornado, rnaybe a waterspout. I 
dont knpw. The p’ane seems ra be taking a nosedive, a spin towards 
what I know is water«, 'This plane is going down on us. I have to 
bail out. I cant gec > c.-dpit open. There is nothing around, 
just water and wind. It’s going round and round.*

"At this stage Pago appeared to be higb.ly excited and
Miner brought her out of the hypnosis. Later, the hypnotic reen- 
actment returned. t'age " . . a clear patch roughly circular
towards which the aircraft headed,

"’lt seems to be e vacuifi of some sort. The plane i’m in is 
being disassembled. I can see three others. They are being dis- 
asserabled but no one is m/.-<; Seems like a sort of assembly 
line. I get no feeliig of life here» Ahead is a long, cylindrical 
$hape. It looks something like a/blinip. The back of it is open 
and parts of other aircraft are going Inside. This place is very 
titnilar to a hangar. There are pieces of what look like might have 
been a passenger plane, x -n ■ 'se the fuselages of five aircraft 
inside the vehicle. The vehieie is Standing on four metal legs. 
It has a kind of gondola attached to the under side.’

"She said that she had no doubt that the scene she had de
scribed was a UFO base under the sea near Florida. There had been 
numerouS sightings there> o£ UFQs} and the base was used as a Stag
ing- post for observations of earth.

I feel thar tothree bases on this earth, from which 
whoever sends them observes v.ss And it is the huge bursts of in- 
coming power to the base here that causes the weather upsets in the 
Triangle.'

"Most of the details Ms. Bryant came up with, such as the pre- 
sence of Sgt. Gallivan, are of the sort that could be known to any 
Student of the Devil’s Triangle or of simple meteorlogical phenomena. 
When she told her stränge story though, it sounded eerie and compel- 
ling. Like Bryant, I will never fly into the Devil’s Triangle again."
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Mark Probert

At left. is Mark Probert as he was pic- 
tured in Mystic Magazine, in trance and 
under control, February 1955. He was 
born in Bayonne, New Jersey in 1907, died 
in San Diego, California, Peb. 22, 1969. 
He was a man of many talents. He served 
in the Merchant Marine during World War II. 
He was a dancer, singer and entertainer, 
also a portrait painter of considerable 
skill. This he liked best. Below is a 
photocopy of his portrait in oils of the 
Yada di Shi’lte, who posed for Mark's 
clairvoyant sight, for this likeness.
Mark’s mediumship manifested in different 
ways in earlier years but the systematic 
development of it by the Inner Circle be
gan in earnest in 19^5-19il-6, when a series 
of sittings was held in his San Diego home 
on 26th Street.

The quality of the messages received through Mark was uniformly 
high, concerned for the most part with questions in Science, philo- 
sophy, metaphysics and cultural subjects generally. The Controls 
themselves are fully integrated Personalities, highly informed and 
anxious to serve and inspire their friends in the flesh in every 
way. Thousands of pages of Seance reports have been transcribed 
and are available in mimeo book form at reasonable cost from BSRF 
headquarters. Send 50^ in coin or stamps for a 20-page list.

Leader of the Inner Circle with 
its 16 members is the adept pic- 
tured at right. At the present 
time he prefers to appear in a 
Chinese body to those who have the 
necessary sensitivity to perceive 
him as a form rather than as a Cen
ter of consciousness "whose center 
is everywhere and clrcumference 
nowhere". Under the Yada's guid
ance these worldly wise, cosmopol- 
itan members of the human race, 
through Mark, have willingly dis- 
cussed the major Problems which 
interest people, displaylng a 
pralseworthy tolerance, sympathy 
and understanding which has won 
them a wide reading public here in 
the Western States. Associates 
are continually grateful for the 
wisdom made available by them.

The Yada di Shl'ite



WHAT SAYS THE YADA ABOUT THE DEVIL/S TRIANGLE?
It was near the end of the Probert-Inner Circle 
ministry in March 1968 that the subject of dis- 
appearing planes and people was brought up at a 
seance session with the Yada in Mark Probert's

San Diego apartment.

He: "Sometime ago you spoke of one of the Yadas in your temple 
who went into a state of meditation and disappeared. You could 
hear him but you couldn’t feel him. Whenever he picked up any 
object, did the object disappear too?”

Yada: "Sometimes. But sometimes it moved around where someone 
observing it could just see the object moving. But this was not 
practiced very much because it was not thought very helpful just, 
to see an object moving without knowing what the force was that 
was moving it."
She: "What happened there? Was it dematerialization?"

Yada: "Well, no, because very often when he picked up an object 
the moment he touched it, it disappeared into his particular 
Vibration."
He: "if these same things happened today would they be called 
a space warp?"
Yada: "Yes."
She: "People will disappear but you911 hear them and the boy 
who was here at Christmas Las a dog that does that -- you will 
hear the dog but not see it."
Yada: "You see, you do not have to be human."

He: "There have been three plands disappear off the coast of Texas 
recently, the last one a B-52 bomber. Now did that go into a 
space warp?"
Yada: "Yes. If you remember, some few years ago in Florida 
many planes disappeared there very large planes, your big bomb 
macnines." (No doubt, the Yada was referring to the 1945 disap
pearance of the five Avenger borabers and the Martin rescue plane.)
She: "What happened to the people?" <
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Yada: "For a time they suffer quite greatly and they lose aware- 
ness. They have intense amnesia so they do not know who they are, 
to say nothing of where they are!"

He: "But they cant fly around forever!"

Yada: No, they do z" / ncund forever. They do not fly around at all! It’s a very tcno tion. It has its own fields, its 
own substance, its own "sLfact ec move around on. When they suffer 
complete amnesia they uak^n to a kind of Station or hospital 
where they are permict^d n s teej . and sometimes sleep for an ex
tensive time. They are aJso tr^ated with a kind of purple light, 
more on the ultra-' ghc; and they are brought awake again; 
and they think they ha ze hf'en >Jizre all the time. They have no 
earth awareness any i-ion/1

(It would seem that medium«Page Bryant tuned in to the enduring 
Akashic record of Sgt® Gallivan’s terrifying experience of December 
1945 as ? pilot of one of the Avenger bombers, ane reiived it for 
the benefit of res©afcher Dougherty. There is no indication in the 
reporter’s story that she was in touch with the soul of Gallivan in 
present time, 1974. RHC,)

WHOSE PROPERTY ARE WE?
He: "What constitutes their getting into that? 
energy created by the crowd in the airplane, to 
its got to be something!’3

Is it multiple 
escape? Or is it -~

Yada: "Not really. If we all lived consciously, if we all became 
aware of our tremendous potential, we would not become victims of 
other people -- either in the diffi.ensi.on we are in now or out of it, 
but because most people live in a very unconscious, unaware life."

He: "It just happens to them?"

Yada: "Yes. They become victims of people in other places who 
need thetti for whatever use they want to use them for. But mostly, 
these (kidnapped) people are not treated badly. The greatest pain 
they go through is losing contact with the physical world. Getting 
into the warp in the first place causes a great deal of pressure 
on the body because the body particles, the cellular activity, has 
to be changed. This can be very, very painful."

She: "Were you -- some^>- t-dug vss them?"

Yada: "Yes. Aren't we all used ’.n mie way er anotfer? And do we 
not use one another? l/hen l use L do not necessarily mean 
abuse. I suppose to pulz a r>- zcoh out of one dimension into another 
is an abuse, because It * z < r f -nq dir?ct control over his existence." 
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Yada: "There are certain people in other dimensions, there are 
groups of people» Their work is to do that. Not only to take 
people, but also to take things from one dimension to another.”

could we work our

Yada: "Yess but it is very hm you can stay that conscious. 
The pressure of the activity on the physical body is very, very 
acute. Just the activity of having yourself raised or lowered 
beyond normal Vibration is like you are burning in the hottest 
kind of fire.” (Remember St. GallIvan complaining of the heat 
in the cockpit of his plane?)

She: "Would you say that a negative quality about the person 
would tend to draw them into this?”

Yada. "No. B:z . _ r . , . _ ■ <-W I uhc oc learn to mas-
cer uue -x cw bu'< ~ r cellular struc-

3Z‘. that < ar fet . • t j.u , without being
pulted the^ei cy • c W j c. > .so le my Father who is 
in heaven."

She: "That‘s raising a Vibration."

Yada: "The Vibration of their cellular structure is certainly 
raised to the point of Light."

He: "I was thinking of these peoole as being' in a lower area." 
(The kidnappens?) ‘ .

Yada: "No not necessarily«. You see, you do not know of any 
other race of peoples any other beings, that are so cruel as hu- 
mans to one another? So what about the world you are in! Look' . 
what you have created» You have made it into a very low Vibration."

She: "Arendt we about the lowest?"

Yada. ’ No ihus j r i s Ji ^ult to believe
isa’t it - u* «'uw * 1 c tau? is of a tremendous
densdty now vuu < - ye n~ always have a likeness.
l’ix met er soiücHu i o. c sncce, becomes greater
denst.y untx» y^i Lc _ >ut beyond your earth,
whose der^’^-y ~' z, g - p b<< 'neb weighs into the
bil 1 li,ts oL f o »

He: "Like the'core of the earth?"

Yada: "Yes
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THE ATLANTEAN FIRE CRYSTAL IN THE BERMUDA TRIANGLE

From a talk by Dr. Daniel W. Fry

Today, many scientists, pursuing various paths of scientific 
inquiry, mutually engaged in the attempt to advance and rediscover 
the art and science of crystalology that was lost to earth man 
during the last great collapse of science and civilization many 
thousands of years ago,

From those records of the lost civilization that are still 
available we can learn something of the tremendous powers that are 
inherent in the crystal. In our own laboratories we are working, 
sometimes almost feverishly, to rediscover and to put into Opera
tion the powers and abilifci.es that our ancient ancestors used so 
wisely and so effectively. Our present Laser Systems are one of 
the tangible results of such efforts. The Output of the ruby crys
tal in a laser System is probably quite similar to that of the Vril 
stick about which so much has been written in the ancient records. 
Except of course, that the Vril stick employed a somewhat simpler 
and more compact System than any of those which we have yet been 
able to produce; although, with our rapid advance in miniaturiza
tion, we will soon begin to approach the results obtained by our 
ancestors.

In the hands of the supreme ruler, who was the only person 
to possess or to use the Vril stick, it represented total authority; 
since it contained the power of life or death through the laser-like 
beam which it emitted.

The crystals produced by present day science are quite limited 
in size. Their shape is determined almost entirely by the nature 
of the electrical fields within the molecules of which they are com- 
posed. The Atlanteans, however, had no such limitations. By grow- 
ing their crystals within an area of precisely controlled exterior 
electrical and magnetic fields they could cause a crystal to continue 
to grow almost indefinitely, and to take on any one of a number of 
predetermined shapes, These huge crystals they then incorporated 
into devices and Systems which, while they were relatively simple" 
compared to present technology, were still capable of performing 
functions which would certainly cause our present scientists to stare 
in awe and wonder, probably mixed with a certain amount of ego-saving 
scepticism of that which they were seeing.

Tremendous forces, acting over great distances, could readily 
be produced. When we bounce our tiny laser beams off the surface 
of the moon and record the signal after its 480,000 mile round trip 
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journey, we are taking the first, few, child-like Steps in the 
re-development of the Atlantean art. Substantial changes could 
be brought about in the electrical, the magnetic and the gravita- 
tional fields over large areas, and significant changes in the 
time fields could be created in local areas by the huge, crystal- 
controlled Systems of the Atlanteans.

THEY CONTROLLED THE HEAVENS
In his manuscript Timaeus, or Theory of the Universe, and 

in his brief, twenty-two page paper Critieas, the Greek philosopher 
Plato described the history and culture of this long-submerged Is
land continent, its amazing people, and some of the incredible 
Science with which they could control even the heavens at will.

He named the continent Atlantis, which is simply the plural 
form of Atlas, the titan of Greek mythology, who was said to stand 
at the Western extremity of the earth, near the Islands of the Hes- 
perides, holding up the heavens with his shoulders. There is no 
evidence however, that even Plato realised that the very mythology 
of the Titans from which he borrowed the name Atlantis, was in fact 
the unwritten history händed down through the centuries of the race 
of all-powerful Titans of the continent of Poseidon and with forces 
so great that they could indeed control the.heavens at will.

We cannot fall to note, however, that the Western extremity 
of the known earth was at that time about at what we now know as 
the center of the Atlantic ocean, and from which the continent of 
Atlantis once rose. We must also remember that Poseidon, the bro- 
ther of Atlas and the God of the sea, was said to dwell in the same 
ipcality in a huge and magnificent palace at the bottom of the sea, 
from which he occasionally rose to vent his wrath on those who de- 
fied or ignored him.

WHAT SAID EDGAR CAYCE?
In the late Edgar Cayce’s .book on Atlantis mention is made of 

the powerful crystal Systems. On 'page 86 we find the followlng words: 
"In Posiedia the entity dwelt among those that had Charge of the mo- 
tivating force of the great crystals that so Condensed the Light and 
the forms of activity as to guide 'the ships in the sea and in the air." 
Again on page 87 we r&atw **In Atlantean lands, at the time of the 
development of electrical ferner that dealt with transportation of 
craft from place to place-, cvorcoming gravity itself, through pre- 
parations of the crystalp the terrible, the mighty crystal. Much 
of this later brought destruction.'*

Apparently somt of these Systems made use of energy accumula- 
tors coupled to natural energy sources, andrere designed to operate 
aütomatically when triggered by some specific and predetermined
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Stimulus. They required no human control or maintenance and were 
practically immune and impervious to time or to the conditions of 
their environment. At least two, and probably more, of these per- 
iodically operating devices are apparently still in Operation and 
still performing their design function after some thousands of 
years of Immersion in the Atlantic ocean.

WORKING WITH THE NATURAL LAWS

When the continent of Atlantis, or Poseidon, descended into 
these depths it took with it not only a whole nation of people but 
also some of the most remarkable technology ever created upon this 
planet. Because they worked with the natural laws instead of using 
one to oppose or overcome another as we have fallen into the ha- 
bit of doing their Systems were, on the whole, somewhat less 
bulky and cumbersome than ours; and yet they were capable of pro- 
ducing results which we are not yet able to duplicate, or in some 
cases even to understand.

Not only was this civilizatipn aware of the many huge space 
ships which had, for countless generations cruised the Galaxy, 
but it had established '” mi > < i al relations with the Galactic 
Foundation. The sale or harter of material and supplies to those 
ships whose course took them near to the earth had become one of 
the nation*s most profitable Industries.

The transportation of these materials and supplies between 
the earth and the space ship ! however, present some problems 
and difficulties because of the intense resonating fields produced 
by the propulsion Systems of the huge ships, and the tremendous 
degree of ionization that would be created in any atmosphere through 
which they moved, it was not practica! for them to approach closer 
thän a few hundred miles to the earth* s surface.- And no matter how 
the lifting was done the earth*s gravitational field still exacted 
a tremendous toll of energy from the transfer Operation«,

To solve this problem several crystal-driven and controlled 
Systems were develo.ped, which were capable of creating the effect 
of an almost complete warp in the space between the earth and the 
space ship, when the ship was directly above the System« The eTec
hnical and magnetic fields present were notgreatly affected, al- 
though their direction was changed, but the time and the space fac- 
tors between the craft and the earth became practically zero. Ma
terial and supplies placed within the conveying chamber or area 
couid then imrnediately be transferred to the hold of the ship. 
(Here the reader should be reminded of the Transporter Beam tech- 
nique dramatized on the Star Trek television series. RHC.)

While this concept may at first be somewhat difficult to grasp 
or accept, and while it may appear to be in violation of several 
of our currently cherished laws of science, it really is not at all.
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In the change of location the energy of position offsets the gra- 
vitational loss and all laws of Conservation are upheld and satis- 
fiedo

WE MUST CHANGE CONVENTIONAL THOUGHT HAhJ fS
We have been too much in the habit of assuming that if an ob- 

ject is to change from one location to another, that is if it is to 
cease to occupy point ”A” and instead occupy some other point, "B”, 
it must, in the process, occupy momentarily all possible points be
tween the two. This idea, however, is not a necessity of thought; 
nor-is it a law of Nature«, It is in fact simply a habit of thought 
which has resulted from the fact that objects which we observe .almost 
always follow this pattem.

For example, if we place a number of sheets of paper at various 
distances between the rifle and the target at which it is aimed, 
when the bullet has left the gun and reached its target we will find 
a hole in each piepe of paper, indicating that the bullet had occu- 
pied that point during some part of its motioxi. All of our laws of 
ballistics are based upon this principle and the exceptions to these 
Laws that is, the cas'U where an object ceases to occupy one point 
and simultaneously occupies begins to occupy some other point, with
out having occupied the points between »- are so rare and so diffi- 
cult to observe or demonstrate that it is much simpler for science 
to ignöre or to deny them than to make any effort to explain.

Somewhere off the coast of Florida, under many fathoms of wa
ter, one of these Atlantean crystal driven Systems apparently still 
exists and still perfows at least some of its original functions«, 
Fired by accumulc^oir c cr'lng their energy from natural so.urces 
and unatfecfced by _ - surroundings, it still springs into
action when triggered by a specific Impulse signal, and still goes 
through its design task cf transporting any solid-state matter 
within its ränge from ?ts original location to some, unknown to us, 
and probably retaote point HX”.

Since there are' no detailed descriptions of this device avail
able to us, we can g<in more knowledge of. it only through a careful 
and complete study bf its performance, and its effects upon others 
during those brief but fateful periods when it comes into Operation 
and thereby manifesfr its properties and its effects to us. Since 
there have been ’vany d«>ion rwUn s. which are well documented, some 
of them in rather precis© detail; and since they continue to occur 
at relatively frequent intervals, quite a substantial body of depen- 
dable fact and detail exists to furnish a fairly sound basis for 
such a study.

To describe 'in detail the many separate events which have 
occurred in this area, and which can only be adequately explained 
by the Operation of the Atlantean device, would require several hours.
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DAN FRY

The records fill a number of folders in my own 
research file, and the' specific data continues 
to accumulate. It covers a period of more than 
150 years and,, involves the area commonly known• 
as the Bermuda Triangle. Although it is usually 
defioeo ?' Tically as being roughly square, 
bounded on dhe north by a line Stretching from 
Bermuda to the Virginia coast and on the south 
by the Islands of Cuba and' Hispianiola. ■

This stretch of ocean, dotted by a few Is
lands which are'the only visible remnants of the 
Atlantean continent has■been the scene of more 
uncohventional and inexplicab.le disappearances 
than any equivalent area on earth. In the last 
Century alone, 42 ships and 27 planes, for which 
well documented records exist, have sailed into 
this area and simplyvanished without warning 

and without a trace. Ships or planes lost to storms, fires or 
other normal hazards are not included in this’list. They are all 
cases in which no distress calls were sounded. 'The weather was 
moderate, and in spite of the widest pössible search and rescue 
operations, no wreckage, no debris, no survivors and not even an 
oil slick was ever found.

'(Here Mr. Fry lists some of the better-known ship disappearances 
starting in 1866, including the "Cyclops" in 1918.) Similar disap
pearances have occurred every two or three years since then and will 
undoubtedly continue to occur in the future unless the exact location 
of the evert can be determined and those spots avoided.

Attempts have been made to explain the loss of these ships as 
being due to mid-ocean earthquakes, or sea quakes, which might raise 
sudderi waves as high as several hundreds of feet. Such waves might- 
swallow a ship so suddenly and completely that .there would- be no 
time.,for distress-calls or the launching of lifeboats. The Tsunami 
theory is however, like many other attempted explanations, in that ' 
it raises other questions which are even more difficult. to answer. 
In the first place a Tsunami, or tidal wave, once it has been crea
ted, rolls on and on with little loss of height or energy until it 
encounters some land surface. A 200-foot wave generated anywhere 
in the Bermuda Triangle would still be at least 100 to 150 feet' 
high when it reached the Florida coast; where it would then proceed 
to roll' over about half of the state destroying everything in its 
path.

Also we are.faced.with the necessity of explaining the equally 
abrupt vanishing of some 27 or more airplanes in mid flight. It is 
exceedingly difficult to' itnagine a wave high enough to snatch up an 
airplane flying at lOyOOO feet. One of the most significant and by 
far the best documented pieces of plane disappearances is of cöutse 
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that of Flight 19, consisting of five IBM Avenger bombers, which, 
on Dec, 5, 1945, took off on a routine patrol flight from the U.S. 
Naval Air Station, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.

WEATHER CLEAR, FLIGHT CONDITIONS EXCELLENT
My own perusal of the weather conditions that day, as printed 

in Ft» Lauderdale newspapers indicate that there were a few broken 
clouds and a small atnouht of wind; however, there were certainly no 
weather conditions which would endanger a short, routine patrol of 
this kind.

The Flight Leader*s plane had a crew of two while the remaining 
four planes carried three sien each. The Lead plane* s third ‘inan, had 
reported sick that morning and so was not on the flight. All of 
the 14 pilots and crewen had flight and navigation experience rang- 
ing from 13 months to six years. The planes were expected to make a 
triangular patrol, flying east for 160 miles, then north for 40 miles, 
and then direetly bade so base at Ft. Lauderdale, a total flight 
time of about one hour and 40 minutes.

The flight took off at 2 p.m. and by 3:45 p.m. they were expec
ted to callthe Control Tower for landing instructions; but the mes
sage actually received at that time was anything but ä routine one. 
"This is an emerg°ncj L Uhie is an emergencylu it said in part, and 
even with 5*adla oxsto-Tür there was an unnerving fear in the Flight 
Leader’s voice. When asked for his position he replied, "We’re not 
sure of our position. We cant be sure where we are. We dont know."

When told to assume a bearing of due west, the Flight Leader 
replied, "We cannot besure which way is west., We cannot be sure of 
any dlrection. Everything is wrong. "Tivery thing is stränge. The 
ocean doesn’t look as it should." .

By this time the sun was nearing the Western horizon; and when 
the tower operator, half jokingly, half'sarcastically, suggested 
that they "head for the setting sun, since it usually sets in the 
west" or had they forgotten that, the Flight Leader replied.that 
neither clouds nor sun were visible in the stränge sky through which 
they were flying.

For nearly 30 minutes thereafter the tower could hear the planes 
talking tpeach other. It was obvious that none of the five pilots 
nor any of the nine crewmen had any idea of their position, even 
though all of them were experienced in aerial navigation; and it was 
completely incredible th?l all navigation Instruments and all coinpas- 
ses could fall on all five of the planes simultaneously. .The over- 
heard conversations showed increasing signs of fear and hysteria 
among the five pilots.

Then, without prior warning, the Flight Leader turned over the 
command to another plane. This in itself was a most unusual act, 
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and one which usually under the most desperate of emergencies. 
At about 4:15, the Control Tower received its last message from 
the flight. It said, "We are not certain where we are. We appear 
to be about 225 miles northeast of base. It Looks like we are - -■ 
The message broke off at that point, instantly and completely.

ANOTHER PLANE INTO THE SPACE WARP

Iranediately thereafter a Martin flying boat with full rescue 
equipment and a crew of 13 men was dispatched to search for the 
missing flight, and to rescue the dazed pilots who, with all the 
navigation equipment to be found in military bombing planes couldn’t 
find west. The rescue plane gave several routine radio reports 
and then lapsed into silence. Neither this plane nor any of the 
original five bombers were ever heard from again. Nor was any 
sign of them ever found, in spite of one of the largest air and 
sea rescue searches in -American history. The American aircraft 
carriers Solomons was in the area. Many ships and over 300 planes 
joined the search. Not a single item' of debris nor wreckage from 
any of the planes was ever seen. Even though-the Martin flying 
boat was designed to land upon the ocean, and because it was used 
for Marine rescue Service, had aboard life preservers, rafts and 
literally hundreds of items which would rise to the surface of the 
ocean and continue to float indefinitely, no matter how hard the 
plane had hit the water.

The U.S. Navy, after an exhaustive Investigation of the inci- 
dent, in which a total of 27 lives had presumably been lost, was 
unable to come up with any solution. Their report stated simplv, 
”We are not. even able to make a good guess as to what happened»'4

A little more than two years later, on January 9, 1948 a four- 
engined commercial airliner, belonging to the British South American 
Airways Corporation, with 34 passertgers and a crew of six, were en- 
route to Kingston, Jamaica, The weather was clear and mild. At 
10:30 p.m. a routine report was made .to the control tower at Ber
muda. This was the last message ever received from this airliner. 
No evidence was ever found that would indicate a crash into the 
ocean or elsewhere. No wreckage, no debris, no oil slick of any 
kind was ever located. The big plane with a total of 44 persons 
aboard had simply vanished. . .

The total nurnber of planes that have vanished in this männer 
can only be guessed at, since no genuine effort häs ever been made 
to assemble even all of the known cases; and of course, the loss of 
sinaller planes could, and almost certainly would, be attributed to 
engine failure, lack of fuel, radio malfunction or other other more 
readily understood causes. . . (Dan also lists the disappearance of 
the nuclear attack submarine U.S.S. Scorpion in May 1968 in the Ber
muda Triangle area, on its way home from duty in the Mediterranean.)

It would seem, therefore, that the Atlantean transportablen 
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device, driven by the hugecrystals, performs its Function equally 
well wether the object upon which it acts is in Lhe air» upon the 
surface or beneath it.

THE BIRTH OF THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
There have been half-hearted efforts by several departments 

of the Federal government to probe the mystery of the Bermuda Tri- 
angle. In January 1946 a group of Naval Intelligence officers 
were ordered by President Truman to form a central intelligence 
group which became the forerunner of the CIA. In the spring of 
1946. this central intelligence group participated in a series of 
secret Hearings in Washington, D.C« in which the wives and the 
relatives of the'missing Flight 19 were flown to Washington to 
attend a meeting. Since that time, most of those concerned, have 
refused to discuss the matter at all,

But the mother of one of the missing flyers has said that she 
thought her son was still alive, perhaps somewhere in space. . . ■

If the Atlanteari device is indeed the answer to the endless 
chain of disappearaxices, the destiriation to which all of these 
planes, ships and submarines were transported can only be a matter 
of speculation. Since we have never had a report from any of the 
crews or passengers from the missing vehicles, it could be perhaps 
another planet, another dimension, another frequency or even another 
time® But, until some of those who were transported find a way tp 
return to the same gate through which they left, we can only guess.

. While the total number of vanished ships and planes may be far 
greater than anyone re it is still fairly obvious that the
transportipg mechanism is operative only at certain points, at per- 
tain times, and under certain conditions. For example, it might be 
triggered only by a certain minimum sized mass passing directly over 
the sensing device9 The system would probably be operative only 
within a certain area above the device. This would explain why 
only two of a flight of . Eines vanished, while the other three
which were flying just outside the radius of the area, were untouched 
and unaffected,

In the case of the. five IBM bombers, all of them chanced to be 
within the radius of activity when the System was triggered. The ac- 
tion -of tte eleptrxc (ahd magnetic fields are relatively unchanged by 
the actiön o£ the Device? therefore, the pilots of'the five plähes were 
able to contirwe < > ication with the control tower so long äs'
the device cord ■»r.acf 1-. r.. - and maintain the -space warp. The
planes'were no loftger really on earth, nor had they really left it. . . 
When-the device scr. s. . ’ no longer produced the warp, the.planes
were instantly end -wn ; , at the remote end of the transpörtatioh
system. . . Mb- r^>-. _ - ‘’Atlantean Fire Crystal8’ cassette tape is 
^variable for $3.50. from .Merlin Publishing Co., PO Box 105, Merlin, 
Oregon 97532® 90 minutes.)
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URI GELLER, CHALLENGE TO SCIENCE AND TO METAPHYSICS 

Part II, of a review of "Uri", by Dr. Andrija 
Puharich, Doubleday, New York, 1974, $1.95

Dr, Puharich flew to Israel on Aug.
17, 1971, but his Brahmin advisors 
from the Astral plane tested his 
new dedication to psychic research 

by putting all kinds of obstacles in his path before he left New 
York, including ill health. Nevertheless he struggled aboard the 
plane and found, after it took off, "my illness improved, and by 
the tin/e I landed in Israel I feit healthy again".

Whatever his expectations were regarding■ his new subject for 
borde/tland research, the doctor was pleasantly surprised to find 
Uri h fall, handsome young Israeli with a magnetic personality and 
a söft easy-going männer. He had also been a paratrooper in the 196^ war, wounded in action, now fully recovered and keeping him
self in top physical shape.

Uri was making a living giving public, paid demonstrations 
of his psychokinetic and telepathic powers. Puharich witnessed 
one of these the night of his arrival,at a discotheque in Jaffa. 
He was not too impressed as he well knew that stage magicians 
could dupücate such feats with audience accomplices. Uri was 
agreeable to scientific testing by Dr. Puharich -- as long as he 
was paid for the hours and hours of testing the doctor would re- 
quire to establish scientific proof which would "stand up in court". 
This was a switch for Uri because he had never had any desire to 
try to prove anything to scientists, and still doesn’t! And your 
reviewer says, "Hooray for Uri!" Let scientists -- including Pu
harich -- create their own proof by taking the time and trouble 
to develop their own psychokinetic and telepathic powers!

The Nine Brahmins demonstrated their invisible presence, 
power and control by revealing to Puharich his own latent abili- 
ties as a telapathist, or receiver, and Uri’s as a transmitter 
the very first afternoon of the research project. Uri wrote some
thing on a pad and laid it down, face down, beside him; then he 
suggested that he would like to demonstrate his ability to pick 
Puharich’s brain by having the doctor think of three numbers in 
sequence. Doc did this. Then Uri asked him to pick up the pad on 
which he had written before the experiment started. There were Doc*s 
three numbers, in the order in which he had thought of them! Uri 
was delighted with his success as a transmitter. Puharich was ra- 
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ther startled at Uri's power to influence the thoughts of others. 
This was a switch! The young Israeli was delighted.

"I wanted to send you the numbers but I knew that if I told 
you to try tp receive the’numbers you would fight me. In this way 
you participated in the experiment without prejudice, and proved 
that you have telepathy, when I send or pass to you.”

The education of Dr. Puharich was moving along, but neither 
of the two was ready to face the possibility at that time that 
both were under control -- or at least being guided — by a third 
Force which put the set of three numbers in Uri’s brain as well as 
in Doc’so Another disturbihg possibility was suggested by Uri that 
”1 might also hypnotize you to see and do things that are not really 
there".

COSMOPOLITAN AND UFO BELIEVE».
Geller has four languages: Hungarian, learned from his par- 

ents; Hebrew,, learned at school and from playmates in Tel Aviv; 
English, learned at a Roman Catholic school on Cyprus, operated 
by a priest mainly for English and American children living on the 
Island; and Greek, learned from Greek children with whotn he played 
while living on Cyprus.

He iS not a practicing Jew. Geller’s mother told Puharich 
that she wanted her only sbii to make up his own mind about religious 
beliefs; so he was not forced to go to the synagogue nor take the 
usual initiations for Jewlsh boys. He was pretty much a non-belie- 
ving materialist when Puharich came to Israel in 1971.

Ip view of our thesis that the main control behind the Geller 
phenomena is the Brahmin priesthood, it is significant that Puhar
ich is not a practicing Catholic; although he was born to Roman 
Catholic Croatian parents in a Chicago slum. Thus neither of thesu 
two subjected himself to the mass hypnosis of the priesthood of 
the religion of his race.

This made it possible for Geller to have advanced beliefs 
fax ahead of his time. He faced Puharich with this blunt Statement: 
"I believe there is life everywhere in the universe. There are ad
vanced beings who can pass the light barrier, who can travel millions 
of light years in an instant. They can transfer themselves to dif
ferent dimensions; they can change themselves into any form they 
wish9 and appear as ahts, birds, people or even as UFÖs. These space 
people now know that earth people are finally advanced enough so 
that they cah show newer forms than they used to take in biblical 
times."

He cöuldn’t explain why he believed in reincamation, why he 
believed that there were advanced civilizations on earth before the
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Ice Age -- "All that I do now, they once did. Somehow they have 
remained, not incorporated in a body, and I somehow have their 
powers. . . "

This. theory, one of four advanced by Uri to explain his powers., 
would also explain Brahmin control from the Astral plane, and the 
continuing existence of an earth Organization going back thousands 
and thousands of years.

THE TEMPLES OF DARKNESS
From the new Bible, "Oahspe", and the section titled "The Wars 

Against Jehovih", we get this picture of the training of Brahmin 
priests in the city of Ctdar, on the plains of India, many thousands 
of years ago.

"There were four hundred and fifty Temples of Darkness, dedi- 
cated to the spirits of the dead. These were without any opening 
save the door; and when the communers were within and the door shut 
they were without light.

"In the midst of the temple, spirits and mortals congregated, 
and the spirits taught mortals the art of magic: of making seeds 
grow into trees and flowers; of producing serpents by force of will; 
of carrying things through the air; casting sweet perfumes, and 
Casting foul smells; of casting virus to one’s enemy, and inocula- 
ting him with poison unto death; of finding things lost; of bring- 
ing money to the poor, and flowers and. food to the sick; of enter» 
ing the dead sleep (cataleptic trance), and of becoming unconscious 
of pain by force of will."

Another of Uri's theories was that he was a descendant öf peo
ple who had been brought to earth long ago by Flying Saucers. Some 
of their unusual powers had turned up in him. A third theory was 
that his mind and split or warped in such a way as to make him dif
ferent from ordinary people. And finally, the theory that he was 
being used by "them', out there somewhere. Interestingly enough, 
the powers demonstrated by Uri dont seem to go beyond the elemental 
ones developed in the Temples of Darkness.

Whatever or whoever "they" are, the Puharich-Geller research 
project was an invasion of the domain of the Sanhedrin. Doc was 
subconsciously aware of this and at the physical level actively 
sought support and Cooperation from the Israeli government. This 
was eventually obtained, but it didn’t prevent Puharich from suf- 
fering a Black Magick attack in his Tel Aviv apartment one night. 
It manifested as a racing heart, paroxysmal tachcyardia, and also 
as a sharp, stabbing pain in his right hip. If it hadn’t been 
for the presence -- and presence of mind -- of an understanding 
companion, the research might have ended right there!

(To be continued in the next Journal)
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HWE CANNOT ENDURE BEING WORSE;

SO MAYBE WE SHOULD TRY BEING BETTER!”

By Manly P. Hall
From His Talk "The Next Decade - 1970-1980”

■ We are in a universe of laws9 a universe in which law is the 
basis of morality, ethics and integrities. And our survival and 
growth depends upon obedience. . * Actually we are existing in a 
pattern that is so exact that it torments us to death -- on the 
one hand -- and is our hope and Salvation on the other. It is a 
pattern which is contrary to our pleasure in many ways; and as 
long as pleasure comes first, the problems we now face will increase.

As long as we associate good with pleasure and evil with dis- 
comfort, we are missing the principal facts of our destiny. We must associate good with Truth, and we must associate evil with 
falsehood. These terms have nothing to with our cornfort or the 
advancement of our economics or the expansion of our territory.

The universe is an ethical Instrument. For those who improve 
in character, the universe is increasingly benevolent; to those who 
fall to make such improvement? the universe is increasingly diffi- 
cult and dangerous. The problem is so simple and so natural and so 
direct that we have completely overlooked it, and we have not pre- 
pared ourselves in education, culture, ethics or religion, to face 
the simple truth that we are here to live constructively; and no 
other way is acceptable in Nature. We are here to achieve the 
gireater good for all; and as long as we Interpret -- or misinter- 
pret ““ this to simply mean the advancement of ourselves at the ex- 
pense of others, conditions will not get better. . .

We want the good things — peace and contentment but we 
want them on our own terms; these terms being to do as we please 
and to spend our lives expanding our possessions at the expense of 
others; in order that in the end we may come to world' peace. This 
is not possible. The incredible thing is that scholars have not 
reaTi^edTtKisk . . We can see that up to the present time, .the whole 
path of-man’s development has not brought him closer to peace, con
tentment, or security ■»- yet he possesses faculties and powers 
which can solve problems. Why then has he not solved them? Largely 
because he has develupec a philosophy of life which is not concerned 
with the solution of basic problems, but rather with a series of 
conspiracies to >dvance personal ambition.

As we are in the presence of a crucial period in the history
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of mankind, we are becoming increasingly critical, more and more in- 
clined to condemn; and we are becoming hysterical; and to a certain 
degree, we are in a psychological and neurotic panic. Now against 
this position, man is now taking a more positive point of view;

WHO DO WE THINK WE ARE?
Do we honestly believe that the universe is going to be out- 

witted by us? Are we going to get very far away from the facts, 
without being gently and firmly pushed back to 'the place where we 
belong? Now the gentleness and firmness get a little less obvious 
as we become increasingly delinquent. But nature has no Intention 
that humanity shall fail, because man will find his own condition 
too uncomfortable long before it reaches the point where it could 
destroy him«

The individual does not enjoy suffering. He'does not mind doing 
the things that cause suffering, but he is very anxious to avoid the 
consequehces and he cannot. He is most likely to receive a strong 
indoctrination of integrity -- not because he .wants to be better, but 
he cannot endure being worse! These situations will mature long be
fore man reaches a point where he could actually perform some dis- 
service against himself which could not be remedied.

We live within a pattern which has as its primary purpose sur- 
viyal. It is only because of this pattem that we can survive, and 
it ’is because survival is written into it that we will survive.- The 
only problem that we face is that we are making survival-a most un~ 
pleasaxit procedure, whereas by nature anc substance it could be .quite 
delightful. We could enjoy living well but we seem to prefer to suf- 
fer living poorly. We are not in a position to stand to- u •* •
versal purpose to the degree that we can actually achtle vc final 
catastrophe. We are far from catastrophe. We aö in irro's. , how» 
ever,■ of evidence that the continuing of present procedures. through-» 
out the world will be increasingly painful; and that the Law of Cause 
and Effect in its Operation is no longer concealed behind a network 
of mysterious interrelated factors. We do something badly today and 
we pay for it before the day is over. The long mysterious process 
of leaving mistakes for our descendants seems to have exhausted it
self. The time for compensation is now; the time, of compensation is 
the immediate condition that we are setting up.

So here we are, midstream in' the midst of trouble, searching for 
a footing, searching for ways, by means of which we can -bring back 
the essdntial principles of living., I feel that the period from now 
to 1980 is going to be tremendously vital and important in rnan’s 
social and cultural development. . . the failure of the individual 
to elevate the Golden Rule above the Sciences is coming home to man 
in an almost irresistible immediacy. We are in for a tremendous em- 
phasis on integrities, and confronted with the reorganization, rein™ 
tegration and redirection of human aspiration. . ,
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MARY AND JOSEPH

”Hey, reverend, there’s a couple of hippies in your church!"

It was already dark in the Alaskan afternoon. I had stopped 
by for some last details before Christmas Eve Services. The voice 
shouting the Information sounded apprehensive -- as if caution were 
crucial. Granted, many people homeless and wandering from place to 
place, stopped by our church in Seward. But there had been a couple 
of recent incidents of church vandalizing, and the suspicions were 
aroused.

I entered the door wondering what kind of request would be made. 
There had been many over the months, usually with sad and immediate 
needs. There were no lights as I walked through the darkened church. 
I could hear no sound. The strelight Streaming through the window 
reflected off the tree tinsel, and below the tree sat two huddled 
figures: a young man and a young woman -- hardling more than chil
dren; dressed in cast off clothing several sizes too large -- pa- 
thetic looking in their shabby attire.

Trying to sound festive, I called out, "Merry Christmas and 
welcome to the church.”

They looked up, and in the darkness I could see that. they had 
been crying. ”1 hope we’re no bother. We’ll leave if you like.”

After I assured them that the church-was for people, the young 
man introduced himself and his young bride. "We were married a week 
ago in Palmer and came down to Seward looking for work. There's no 
work here, and we’re broke, and things just got to my wife; so we 
stopped here to straighten ourselves out.”

We talked together at some length. They shared that Christ had 
recently come into their lives to replace an emptiness that had been 
overwhelming. Drugs, commune living and roaraing the country -- no
thing had helped. But separately they had found Christ. And in. 
finding Christ they had found each other. Now, together on Christmas 
Eve, broke-and homeless, they paused in the church to renew themselves. 
They refused an Invitation an Invitation to spend Christmas Eve with 
my family. I brought supper to them and there under the lights of 
the Christmas tree they celebrated together a renewal of hope and 
love and joy.

As I left the church the neighborly voice called out, "Did 
you .find'them Reverend?”
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"Yes," I said quietly, "I found them."

"Just a couple of Hippies, weren't they?"

"No," I answered, "I think they were Joseph and MaryI"

I was strängely warmed as I thought of that long ago couple 
who found to place to stay and settled for a stable. And there 
the Christ was born. For this young couple, they found a church, 
and Christ was reborn on Christmas Eve. And I' walked home, having 
feit the glow of Bethlehem and sensing again' the meaning of the 
Gift of a Savior born.
(From "Sharing", December 1974, by the Rev. Luther M. Abrahamson, 
Chaplain, The Alaska Skill Genter, Seward, Alaska. "Sharing" is 
the monthly magazine of the International Order of St. Luke, the 
Physician, $5.00 a year. 1408 E. Broadway, Logansport, Ind. 46947.)

IN THE EYE OF THE HURRICANE
"With all the chaos and confusion in this country (Great Bri

tain)' and in the world, it is not necessary for you to become a 
part öf it. You can remain in the eye of the hurricatie in absolute 
stillness, with all hell let loose around you, keeping your mind 
stayed oh Me, by raising your consciousness and by keeping it in a 
raised state, by being ultra positive about life, by seeing only 
the very best in everything -and concentrating on that.

"This is something that each individual will have to do, and 
no one eise can do'it for you. The community cannot do it for the 
community. These are the latter days, the dividing of the two worlds 
that you have been told will happen and you should be prepared. You 
should -all be prepared. This not mean putting on a pair of blinkens 
and refusing to recognize what is taking place. It does mean know* 
ing with that deep inner knowledge exactly where your security lies. 
So many talk about raised consciousness and the New Age and oneness 
with Me, but they bail completely to live and demonstrate this way 
of life.

"Now is the time when all shall be revealed, where.those who. 
truly know the meaning of oneness with all life and live and demon
strate it, will find that they are indeed in the eye of the hii.rricane, 
that nothing will be able to touch them no matter what is going on 
all around. You. can teil Peter that there is no need to störe food 
or fuel, that there is enough for everyone so Long as they know 
where their security lies and have a consciousness of My linitless' 
abundance. Let not what you have been taught be j.ri v -- live 
and demonstrate them so that all may see that they live and move 
and have their being in Me, that My promises are not vain promises. 
‘Where your heart is, there shall your treasure be also.’ ’A thou- 
sand shall fall at thy side, and ten thousand at thy right hand, but 
it shall not come nigh thee.’ Why? Because your faith and trust 
are in Me and in Me alone."
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This Masterly .view of the World Situation was channeled through 
Elixir (Mrs. Peter Caddy), Jan. 30, 1974 and was published in the 
April 1974 edition of "Findhorn News”, the Findhorn Foundation, The 
Park, Findhorn Bay, Forres, Moray, Scotland. Donation.

We offer a detailed description and charting of the "dividing 
of the two worlds" in our UFO talk, "Flying Saucers and America ' s 
Destiny". Due to demand it is out of print at the moment but should 
be available again in March 1975. $2.00 a copy.

PETER HURKOS* EARTH QUAKE PROPHECY FOR 1975
By this time in 1976 we should know if Peter 
Hurkos is a prophet with honor. The Dutch 

psychic, you will remember, was introduced 
to America by Dr. Andrija Puharich in the 

1950s. In the November 1974 "Saga" maga
zine, Ann Slate writes an interview, 

“The Amazing UFO Discoveries Of Peter 
Hurkos". As UFO material, the inter
view is well worth reading and f11ing 
but of immediate interest is this 
prophecy made by the psychic in be
tween sessions of psychometrizing 
UFO photos and related material.

Those people 
coming here in be- 
big earthquake that Cal- 
February 1976). The time is

from other planets, they will be 
tween 19 and 22 months, after the 
ifornia will get (November 1975 to

not right yet. If they cattib now, came 
we’d either put them in jail or we’d 

ask them where they came from and then put them in the mental hospi-
down to talk to re,

tal. The government knows daran well there are flying objects. . . 
but the government doesn't know where they come from. . . The 
earthquake is going to play a big part in this with flying objects 
-- an ■ earthquake which we ourselves create by Underground explo- 
sions and taking out all of the oil from deep in the ground."

The Illustration is from current advertising for the newest . 
Hollywood colossal catastrophe spectacle, which dramatizes the de- 
struction of Los Angeles by a great earthquake.

In the Saga-Slate interview Hurkos makes the interesting Obser
vation that Bigfoot and Sasquatch, the smelly, frightening human mon 
sterö of fleeting and fleeing appearance are actually projections or 
materializations from a Flying Saucer group. The reason nö remains 
oi' skeletons of these elemental human types are ever found is the 
same reason UFO remains are never found, they dissolvequickly into 
powder or dust. Such sub-human types, almost mindless,would be 
more easily subjected to telepathic control than educated humans 
who have developed mental powers of their own, and also have a con- 
science which makes some distinction between right and wröhg.
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GEORGE VAN TASSEL'S "INTEGRATRON” AND RELATED TOPICS

We had a nice Christraas Holidays visit with George and Alice 
Dashiell, in Southern California to attend the annual meeting of 
Van Tassel’s College of Universal Knowledge at Giant Rock. We 
were, told that George is selling the airport at the Rock so he can 
concentrate full time on the completion of the Integratron on his 
own property nearby. George also told the assembled group that 
the U.S. government is Sponsoring the production of 16 documentary 
films on Flying Saucer contactees like himself, and the segment 
dramatizing his UFO experience there at Giant Rock has already been 
filmed.

This is the first significant change in the "silence policy” 
on Flying Saucers since the policy was äet in 1947 by our first 
Secretary of Defense, James Forrestal. As a Wall Street banker 
and devout Irish-American Catholic, Forrestal represented the con- 
servative conglomerate of Military-Industrial-Religious oligarchies 
which runs this country from behind the scenes, call it MIRO.

Invasion of the..air space over the United States by Flying Sau
cers ,in 1947 represented a threat to these honored institutions then, 
and it still does. The policy of cover-up couid work then because 
it coincided with the vast, conservative inertia of the public mind. 
The majority didn't want to believe in Visitors or Invaders from 
outer space because it was too disturbing. In economics the radical 
new source of power demonstrated by the UFOs was a threat to the 
great energy.cartels of oil and electricity. In politics the sov- 
ereignty of nations was threatened by a superior science and culture 
from off the planet. In religion the devout were faced with the ter- 
rifying thought that God and MHis only begotten Son” might not be 
the exclusive property of this planet, and their religion, after all!

To keep the lid on, Flying Saucer'contactees and believers must 
be discredited; so character assasslnation became an important' part 
of that "silence policy”. One of the chief "assassins" was J. Waf- 
flemouth Highneck. For 25 years this pseudo-scientist was on the 
Air Force payroll as a Propagandist, alleging that all contactees 
and Flying Saucer believers were either sincerely deluded fools or 
liars. The policy line then was that Flying Saucers weren't real 
so they couldn’t be a threat to our honored institutions. But in- 
credible sightings by credible people continued, became so numerous, 
that Highneck, as an Air Force Propagandist completely lost his cred- 
ibility; so he was conspicuously dropped from the 'Air Force payroll. 
But, does he still get government financing for 'his activities through 
research grants to his department of his university? More than likely.

Nevertheless, this signaled a coming change in Flying Saucer 
policy; for Highneck suddenly decided that UFOs were worthy of seien- 
tific Investigation after all. This was a couple of years ago; so 
now character assassination has been dropped as official policy. 
Van says that documentation of his experience, and those of other 
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contactees, is being treated Straight, as it happened, without 
negative editorial bias except for one thing -- and this is the 
change in policy! Flying Saucers are now considered to be real 
and to be a menace to our honored institutions. NO Visitors or 
Invaders from outer- space are to be welcomed, regardless of d.r 
they are or where they come from.

ALARMING UFO SIGHTINGS NEED INVESTIGATION
That was the attitude of President Gerald Ford when he was L-.m 

gressman Ford of t.he Fifth District in Michigan in April 196b. 
That was the month when there was a rash of well-publicized, weil 
documented sightings of UFOs in Southern Michigan, and Professcr 
Highneck made himself famons, or infamous, for labeling thetn Sw.-smp 
Gas! Ford wasn’t satisfied with this Air Force gobbledegook and 
said so publicly. Maybe he got some angry letters from bis non- 
stituents. Anyhow, Saucer researcher Laura Mundo of Detroit wr.or.e 
him a letter thanking him for saying publicly that Flying Sau<. 
were real, real enough to be Investigated; she received this re-- 
ply from the Minority Leader of the House of Repräsentatives:

”Dear Ms. Mundo: Thank you for your recent comsounication eiwrsiug 
my proposal that Congress investigate the rash of reported sidilinga 
of unidentified flying objects in Southern Michigan and in other 
parts of the country.

"It is proper for the Federal government to look into a nuH.iti 
which is causing alarm to the people of our nation as these s i.ghv.•- 
ings have, and it is for this reason that I have called for Liu: 
i n v e s t i ga t i o n.

"Such an inquiry is necessary and wholesome because of the ine idents 
that have occux'red and I assure you that I will, continue to prt.ss 
for this Investigation. I want you to know that your specific cou>-’ 
ments were helpful to me in this respect, and that your rernaj.ks 
will not go unheeded. I am aware of other reports such as the UFO 
Evidence which poses questions that, Like the most recent sightings, 
cannot be answered by a few ’pat* Solutions.” Signed Gerald R. Ford 
M.C. (Member of Congress).

Nou Mr. Ford is in the White House as leader of the nation 
and the suggested change in Flying Saucer policy has become a i.at.. t, 
though it seems likely that the documentary film project described 
by George Van Tasse! was launched long before Ford was appcinted 
Vice Presdient by Nixon in August 1974

HOW LONG WILL FORD REMAIN IN OFFICE?
Not long, according to the prophets! Not even to the end of 

his appöinted term in 1976. One of the better known seers, nation- 
ally, is Bernadene Villanueva. In the "Here and Now” journal. of 
Uni-Com Foundation for Decettiber 1974, she predicts: ”1 see a dark 
cloud over President Ford which will prevent him from finishing out
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his term in the White House. Until then he will continue to reap 
the harvest of animosity and pressures from an unhappy nation -- 
the sad harvest of Richard Nixon 's mistakes which will prevent him 
from properly functioning in office. We will hear a recurrence of 
Betty Ford8s serious problem and her return to the hospital."

A DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEW, BOT THE SAME RESULT

In Washington, D.C. a LA "Times" staff writer asked Martha 
Mitchell, "Do you see any hopeful signs for 1975? If so, what?"

To which the wife of the former Attorney General replied: 
"Well, looking into my crystal ball, I can see very little good until 
we have some leaders in Washington. We're still sitting on the 
economy -- verbally denouncing it, but doing little eise. The gov
ernment's been the same as it’s been for the last few years. Maybe 
one good thing will be that Mr. Ford will resign and Mr. Rockefeller 
will take over." (Los Angeles "Times", Dec. 29, 1974)

WHEN WILL IT HAPPEN?

Before he has finished a year in office. We have this predic- 
tion from Chicago prophet Irene Hughes: "The moment that Ford be- 
came president, I said, Mr. Ford will never be elected president in 
1976, and that by the end of June of 1975 he will be in such grave r 
difficulties due to economic problems in this nation, and due to 
the international problems, that he will have thoughts in his mind 
to resign.” (Quoted from "Infinity Newsletter" for October 1974, 
sent in by Ansley Hill.)

AN ASTROLOGER SAYS SOONE1
In a feature article in the Los Angeles "Times", Jan. 15, 1975, 

"Astrology, Skies Are The Limit" by David Larsen, he refers to "the 
bearded Hussein Chimy of Cairo, Egypt who successfully forecast 
Richard M. Nixon*s resignation as President, the deaths of former 
presidents Gamal Abdul Nasser of Egypt and Charles de Gaulle of France 
and the dates and Victors of the last two Arab-Israel wars. 'Gerald 
Ford is a good man but he doesn't like to work,' the astrologer said 
recently, 'Probably inMarchor April of 1975, Rockefeiler will con
tinue as President.”’

Was this all planned in advance, with the script written be
fore Nixon resigned his office? Suppose the game of Presidential 
musical chalrs was planned this way, Congressman Ford was offered 
the Vice Presidency on three conditions: first that he fully par- 
don Nixon for all criraes coittited in office as soon as he himself 
was in office; second that he appoint Nelson Rockefeiler as his 
Vice President; and third that he resign from office well before 
the end of the term. This would put Rockefeller in the commanding , 
Position of being able to campaign for election from the White House.
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Rockefeiler, if anything', has/'even more ambition tharr Nixon; and 
he has more finesse. Also, he wants to make it on his own. How 
he would love to roll up-an even langer populär" vote than Nixon 
did in 1972, and frost the same position, as Pres ident"-in-off ic.el-

Nixon had an administrative staff of 2.000 people. 'One quarter 
of them were devoted t,o public relations, polishing the'boss/s .Image. 
What a masterful job they .did for him is obvious whe.w one compares 
the public image of 1972 with the real Nixon revealed on the. White 
House tapes! Rod eady has his own PR staff. When he ad'ds
to that what is already available as White House staff the Blizzard 
of public relations puffery coming from Washington in the 1976 cam- 
paign will be beyond belief!

However, Rockefeiler will be buckiug .the natural political 
heart beat of the United States. This is the eight-year, equili- 
brating rhythm which put R.epublican Eisenhower in the White House 
in 1952, put Dexnocrat Kennedy there in 1960» and put Republlcan . 
Nixon there in 19(18. It will be interesting tp see if Rockefeller, 
with all his personal power and wealth, can oveicome that ticie and 
turn it to his advantage«.

THE GASOLINE WAR AGAINST US
“Within 60 to 90 days the oil industry will once again attempt 

to victiwiize American® by creating gasoline and oil shortages in an 
attempt to rai.se prices, 5 That’s another pröphecy by Bernadene Vil- 
lanueva. But this may not be necessary with their man Ford in the 
White House« The Romans got Bread & Circuses; we get income tax re- 
bates; and the major oil prochicers get favoring Laxes and controlled 
price rises which may cost each one of us another two or" three hun~ 
dred dollars a year, Inderinitelyi or until there is a political 
change of tnajox magnitude in 'Washington«

Any simple invention which would increase automobile gasoline 
mileage by 30 or* 40% would so decrease ' the deinand for gasoline as 
to iraraediately break the stranglehold of the Arabien oil cartel on 
us. But the major oil proclucers already have overproduction of 
gasoline here in the United States; any si.gnifi.cant cut in consump- 
tion would be disastrous to them, Consider this LA "Times” Story from Washington, Dec. 1|» WM: “U.S. efforts to hold down energy 
consumption h^y «t «o ciatey but they are Iwving a very hard
effect on oil inciustry plans for new refineries. Company after Com
pany is cahcelliny er ped j «-»ning indefinitely plans for refinery ex- 
pansion. The x- ww dn ifitiss has been so pronounceci that
any retprh to y.mi- in fvel use would come at. the expense
of massive dopender er uxeiga refineries. . ■> The cutbacks may 
also head off wh&t nlghr "dive been a surplus in petroleii® products 
that could have driven dowi prices consuÄdrs have to pay. . .
And of cQurSb the oil niajors h§ve massive overseas Investments in wells anä refineries. NÄturally, they want to get their money out 
of this foreign oil Business. This has priority over increasing
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domestic production so we can become independent of foreign oil.

"OIL FIRMS MAY BE WITHHOLDING OFFSHORE PRODUCTION’'

Another proof of Bernadene’s prediction is the above headline 
story in the LA "Times", Dec. 12, 1974: "Mayor Tom Bradley charged 
Wednesday that oil Companies may be withholding the production of 
oil from offshore leases in a possible attempt to increase profits. 
In a letter to Sen. John V. Tunney (D-Calif) asking for a thorough 
Investigation by the General Accounting Office, Bradley said if 
the Charge proves true there would be no need for further offshore 
Leasing in such areas as Southern California. The issue of shut-in 
wells, particularly in the Gulf of Mexico, where the vast bulk of 
offshore oil production takes place, has been raised several times 
over the las t few months...”

But nothing will come of it. The oil majors have too many 
friends in the White House and in Congress. One way or another 
the price of heating oil and gasoline will be forced upward.

LA FORCE GAS-SAVING ENGINE CONDEMNED BY EPA

Proof of major oil Company political control was in the Associ
ated Press story from Washington, Dec. 14, 1974; "The Environmental 
Protection Agency Friday discounted contentions that the experimental 
’La Force’ automobile engine could solve the nation’s fuel shortage 
and air pollution problems. ’The La Force car that has received so 
much attention in the past few weeks is neither a new nor important 
development,’ said Dr. Eric 0. Stork, deputy assistant administrator 
of the EPA. Stork reviewed the EPA's tests of the new engine and 
told the Senate Commerce Committee, ’It does live up to the very large 
Claims made for it by its developers and promoters. Stork said the 
engine, developed by Robert and Edward La Force of Richmond, Vt., 
did not achieve radically better fuel economy without significant 
loss of horsepower.

"He also discounted contentions that the engine eliminated the 
need for antipollution devices, saying it produced much higher 
emissions of <Jrccarbons and carbon dioxide that a conven-
tional engine. Stork dismissed as ’unscientific doubletalk’ the 
contention that the La Force engine uses all of the gasoline sup- 
plied it through more cotnplete combustion."

These Statements by Stork are all lies, of course. He's not 
a scientist but a government Propagandist in the same general cate- 
gory as the Air Force’s J. Wafflemouth Highneck, or the AMA's Dr. 
Stare. Mrs. Crabb and I watched the public testing of the La Force 
modified engine in a . „aoda.rd small sedan at a racetrack in the east. 
It was on television, NBC's evening news, seen by millions. La 
Force told us viewers that one quart out of every gallon of gaso
line goes out the tailpipe of the car, unbumed. This raw gaso
line is the basis of our air pollution. His solution to pollution 
was to recycle that exhaust through the engine again, but it took 
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a dozen years or more/work out the mechanical problems. A similar 
sedan with a Standard, unmodified engine was used for comparison. 
Each car was supplied with one gallon of gasoline only. The con
trol car came to a stop after 17 miles of driving, but the La Force 
car went on, and on, and on, and on for 30 miles before coming to 
a stop! And of course it’s exhaust was clean because it was burning 
up almost all of that gallon of gas.

When the newsitem was over I said to Mrs. Crabb, "The hatchet 
men of the oil tnajors will never let that Invention gar on the mar
ket!” Sure enough, a couple of weeks“Tater there was the preceding 
news item from Washington in the LA "Times". The law settlng up 
the Environmental Protection Agency has a provision stating that 
there can be no modification of automobile carburetors without EPA 
approval. VioTators, if caught, are subject to fine and itapiu^ui- 
ment. With this haramerlock on invention the EPA can guarantee the 
oil tnajors continued high gasoline consumption and air pollution 
for the public.

"THE CLUE TO THE PRESENT PROBLEM OF EVIL"

In this Space Age students of the Mysteriös "must broaden 
their concept as to the purpose of evil and the place the evil for
ces play in the general scheme". We are quoting the Master D.K. 
from page 949 of "A Treatise On Cosmic Fire”, where He is talking 
about mankind’s Dweller On The Threshold. In our opinion, this 
astral reservoir of low human desire is the source of Inspiration 
from which the leaders of the major oil Companies draw their power.

But the guidance for this planetary evil comes from outer space, 
from other constellations in the Zodiac, according to D.K., one 
from the region of the Little Dipper and the other from the Pleiades. 
He speaks of "those representatives of what may be called 'cosmic evil5 who. . . assume stupendous responsibilities, make possible 
the secondary vitalisation of the thought form (the Dweller on the 
Threshold) and produce conditions of such dire description that 
under Law rapid crystallization supervenes, and ultimate destruc- 
tion becomes possible. . . "

When I first read this in 1965 it was difficult to understand; 
but now, in 1975 "conditions of dire- description" are producing 
"rapid crystallization" of our society. The built in evils of our 
honored institutions are becoming stronger and more obvious every 
day; so locked-in are our leaders in their greed for profit that 
solution to problems become impossible. The problems mount until 
the suffering (nasses, under guidance from the Elemental Gods from 
outer space, rise up and destroy the institutions.

"THE SACKING OF WASHINGTON, D.C."

We turn to another prophet, the Georgia seer, "Doc" Anderson. 
Jean Orsolano sends in this appropriate quote from his 1970 book, 
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page 144: "The death con' ss of our Capital city, as we know it, 
will come on a wann Summer night during a large demonstration In 
Washington! A half-million people will travel to that city to Pro
test the policies of the government./ The mob will suddenly become 
furious with national leaders. Ugliness will replace peaceful Pe
tition. This gigantic crowd will get out of control, looting, burn- 
ing, sacking the city. The President and important Government of- 
ficials» 1 1,'c.j ic. r,,.eir lives. . . a helicopter crash will kill 
the Secretary of Defense and his aides. . . the Library of Congress 
will be sacked and burned. . . FBI files will be destroyed. . . Con- 
gressional leaders will hide in basements, fearing for their lives 
. . . It will require several days for the Armed Forces to recapture 
our Capital from this bloodthirsty mob, and thousands of lives will 
pay the price. The time? Near the end of this decade. . . which 
will toll the final hours of this nation*s Capital. . . this com- 
munity appears to have been cursed. . . ”

Washington is cursed, all right, by the men of power who use 
the Capital to perpetuate their 'Ule and to line t‘-< . y?ckets, 
and Master Law says it is the "stupendous responsibility" of the 
Gods of outer space to accelerate the crystallization of evil in 
these latter days and then to shatter it, through the agency of 
human rebellion. The Dw=j' „ m the Threshold over Washington, D.C. 
must be destroyed if the nation is to live.

”A NEW CAPITAL"
Men of vision ha an the necessity for this change.

Plans have been laid, on the Inner Planes if not on the physical. 
"Doc" Anderson1s vision concludes with this note of progress: 
"Even before the sacking of Washington, D.C. there will be plans to 
created a new Capital ~ t in the Plains States (Wichita, Kansas 
and surrounding counti.es ). . . Underground quarters. Washington 
will be abandoned by 1981, and the Government will be moved to the 
newly constructed city. . . ’*

GENERAL McARTHUR, ANOTHER MAN OF VISION

"Thank you, both of you, for your continued reporting of the 
usual and unusual. Seems Gen. McArthur was credited with the re- 
mark that the next gre: <• rbance would be largely fought in 
the sky around earth and humans might have only a small part in 
the conflict. Is this correct?”'

Yes, humans are pawns in a struggle for control of the planet. 
Figure on at least three major groupings: The Powers, Thrones and 
Principalities on the surface c-f the earth, the Invaders who need a 
new planetary home and think the earth is suitable, and the Guardians 
whose job it is to see that the evolutionary plan for mankind is 
carried out.

"Also, haven’t heard lately about the City Four Square approa-
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ching earth, anything on this?”

If you take it literally, no; but as an allegory, yes. You 
cant build sound, new structure on rotting timbers; and the rot 
in our honored institutions is only now becoming painfully obvious 
to millions -- Watergate and the present CIA and FBI investiga- 
tions, for instance. We'll have to purge our System of evil be
fore the City Foursquare can manifest on the physical plane.

"On Healing. What ever became of the Homeopathic System of 
treatment7^"T~understand it survives in Europe. At the present 
rate of cost we will be busy heating up ’Grandma’s Remedies* and 
many do already.”

Homeopathic remedies are still very much available at certain 
drugstores in the major eitles and at health food Stores, and doc
tors with homeopathic training are prescribing them -- graduates 
of Hahnemann's in Philadelphia, for instance. They just haven't 
been populär for years as the fickle public chases after the newer 
fads in medicine. Few people really want a eure. They just want 
an escape from present pain, so they can go on indulging their 
vices unhindered.

"Are the Forces behind the scene, behind Uri Geller, spread- 
ing out since TiEeE”was dismembered?"

Dont confuse the priesthoods, Ray. The Brahmins of India, 
with their false God, Kabalactes, are quite a separate Power or 
Principality from the Buddhist Lamas of Tibet with their false 
Buddha, Ennochissa. Judging from Dr. Puharich’s own Statements 
in his book, "Uri", the Saucer phenomena created for their benefit 
are projections of Brahmin priests of the Lower Astral plane. 
When Puharich brought Geller to the United States to deraonsträte 
his magickal powers, this was an Invasion of the Principality of 
Looeamong, the false Christ. It wasn’t long before government 
agents were slandering Geller. This was followed by a vicious 
attack in "Time" magazine, an Establishment mouthpiece. Whereas 
there has been an Unholy Alliance between Looeamong and Ennochissa 
since before World War I; so we have Tibetan Lamas moving and teach- 
ing among us unhindered.

In his 1951 book "Agharta", Sumgma Red Lama Ernst Dickhoff 
lists these Lamaseries: His own, Dordjelutru Lamasery, New York; 
The International Buddhist Mission, Thaton, Burma; The Maitreya 
Society, Darjeeling, India; The Spiritual University, Bogota, Co
lumbia; Seminario Rosa Cruz Maitreya del Tahuantisuya, Quito, Ecua
dor; and still more are in Unfinchi, Sin Kiang; Bombay; Ceylon; 
Buitenborg, Java; Geneva, Switerland and Los Angeles, California. 
But there is another major Principality to be reckoned with in 
evaluating Flying Saucer phenoniena, the Moslems or Mohammedans, 
with their false Mohammed, Thoth-Gabriel.

"At the present rate, radioactive air, food and water, is it 
possible that these will become the method to introduce Humanity 
to the vibrations of the eraerging influence of the newest sector
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of Space? Just wondering. If so, shortly a new type human 
should be immune to the radioactivity. The air waves are full in 
every direction. Just imagine if all radio, TV and other assorted 
energies were shut off. Could the race of man stand the silence? 
Awaiting your next Journal.”

R.D., Clarence, Iowa

Yup, radioactive airf food and water are introducing us to 
the new sector of space into which the solar System is moving. In 
the Vela Sector System given to George Van Tassel by his UFO con- 
tacts. We are in the Arc of Cosmo, the "cusp" between the huge 
space vortexes of Contri and Blaau, one pointing upward and the 
other downward. A little Illustration should help, drawing on the 
one in Oahspe, page 603, plate 71 -- also page 19 of our caik, 
"Flying Saucers and America’s Destiny". ($2.00)

Contri revolves in a counter- 
clockwise direction. This gave man- 
kind the negative, materialistic na
ture characteristic of the Piscean 
Age. Blaau revolves in a clockwise 
direction, a new fozc z-nteeing 
an almost unbelievable, positive, 
spiritual character to mankind in 
the Aquarian Age. According to 
Oahspe the ideal number of years for 

Crossing one of these Zodiacal vor
texes is 3000, but actual performance 
may vary considerably from the norm.

TUNE UP YOUR VIBES VOLUNTARILY!

Or be tuned up forcefully! It is true we are moving in an 
ever increasing electronic fog of radiant energies. They only in« 
crease the pressure for change, for a new man, a new woman. Even 
more important is the radiant energy coming from the Occult Hier« 
archy of the Masters who run the planet. D.K. describes it this 
way in the Alice Bailey book, "The Destiny of Nations":

"A large number of seventh ray egos or souls and ' > taen and 
women of seventh ray personalities are coming into incamation now, 
and to them is committed the task of organising the activities of 
the new era and of ending the old methods of life and the old crys
tallized attitudes to life, to death, to leisure and to the popula- 
tion. The result of the increasing flow of seventh ray energy plus 
the decreasing influence of the sixth ray -- which shows itself as 
a pronounced crystallization of the standardised and accepted fortns 
of belief, religious, social and philosophic -- is to throw millions 
of people who do not respond to either influence through - ~ or
personality relation, into a state of bewilderment. They feel en- 
tirely lost, are gripped by the idea that life holds for them no 
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desirable future, all that they have leamt to cherish and to hold 
dear is rapidly failing."

Here is a key to the Flying Saucer contactee, a man or woman 
with seventh ray soul or personality, or who is open to seventh ray 
influence. Such people may outwardly have absolutely nothing in 
conimon -- which makes it so difficult to construct a ' 
the contactee -- at the physical level.

a body built to

MISS ALDER

out a new System

THE FIFTH DIMENSION

We dont know for sure what the typical Aquarian Ager will look 
like after the big change, with a much enlarged brain capacity and 

respond positively to atomic and other radiation, 
but English occultist Vera Stanley AIcar has out- 
lined some of the interesting 'es in
her book, "The Fifth Dimension’*, a 220-page paper- 
back published by Samuel Weiser, Inc., New York 
at $2.75 a copy. Our American edition is from 
the third printing, 1971. The first English 
edition was published in 1940.

Here’s a sample on The Future of Government, 
page 120: "A central world comnittee will so 
organize agricultural coordination that the 
grower of food will be henceforward the least« 
to-be-pi.tied mortal instead of, as now, perhaps 
the most. In view of the resources accumulating 
in government coffers people with revolutionary 
ideas about the distribution of money will gain 
a Hearing. Sooner or later one country will try 

altogether, in which every Citizen is subsidised by
the state from the time of birth and entitled henceforth to the bare 
necessities of life. It may be found more convenient to work the 
System without money, using instead ration cards for food, rent, 
clothing and medical supervision, and education,

"In the country where this System is first tried out certain 
results will soon become evident. A generation brought up without 
fear and dread of the future, and with an assurance of the necessi
ties of life, will show an amazing improvement in health, and a grow- 
ing reserve of vitality and energy. This will enjoy a natural out- 
let as initiative and creativeness.

"People will hardly know at first what to do with this vital 
personal energy. They will soon become incapable of still
to be spoon-fed with entertainment, and with the spectacle of other 
people doing things, as in sport, television, etc. New psychologi
cal problems of this character will have to be tackled by the govem- 
ment. People will clamour to learn and to know and to do. Their 
artistic senses will come to life, arousing a love of nature, of 
handicraft, and of their own possibilities for beauty in physique
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and in living. Hosp.itals and asylums will empty, as Colleges, 
farms and model towns fill up. Coming inventions will do their 
share to change living conditions considerably. . .

AQUARIAN AGE AMÜSEMENTS --
”... The hope of ’.xng up Communications with life out

side the earth’s radius will become an ever-growing desire. . . 
No Instruments or machines will avail them. They will finally 
realise, after many generations have been practising various 
forms of mind-control, that if a group of people could project 
their minds together as one mind to a particular planet they wish 
to contact, the channel formed would be strong enough to act as a 'television*, allowing them to gain admittance by mental wire- 
less. . . This 'magic' of the future will become so absorbing and 
dangerous a game that many will unfortunately lose their minds over 
it, thus adding to the subtle mental diseases of the day. Like 
spiritualism, this practice will be bitterly accused because the 
wrong people are able to take part in it. . . "

-- CAN BE DANGEROUS IN THE PISCEAN AGE
"Mrs. Crabb, do you by any chance know of an effective ban- 

ishing ritual for the disposing of obsessing thoüghts and elernen« 
tals? I believe I may have picked these up earlier in the year when I left myself wiäe open for astral flights, which I have sinke 
ceased to do as they are often rather unnerving. Also on awaking 
I would break out in uncontro Hable shivers. I believe I still car- 
ry the scars, one on the ehest and one on each shoulder blade. The 
one on the left is practically gone, whereas that on my ehest and 
right shoulder, though I believe they are going down now and -again, 
just as quickly flare up. Also of late I haven’t been myself, 
having difficulty cohcehtrating, imagine I am hearing voices. These 
very often come out with the most suggestive, goading, sinister re- 
marks. This is the direct opposite of the real me. I am having 
difficulty now in expressing emotion, which is something I have never 
had trouble with before. Can you also explain the reason behind 
my bein-g confronted with three explosions, none of which oould be 
accounted for, occurring in areas exposed to heavy electrical cur- 
rents. Luckily these have stopped now, but in the process unnerved 
me sufficiently that I haven’t been the same since. Can you offer 
any assistance?" R.Ä.F., Auckland, New Zealand

Well, as we've said before, the border between the two worlds 
is heavily patrolled, by good guys and bad guys; and if you cross, 
without the proper signs and passwords, self-appointed authorities on the "other side" can be very nasty; and they're always looking 
for victims who can be turned into agents, hypnotically programmed 
to do their bidding. Now that you've plugged into their Communica
tions system, no doubt the evil suggestions will continue to come 
until you can break the connection with ritual magick -- IF they 
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will; all» yoU enough energy and concei i to perform the Les
ser E&r-orw-g ' _ct2 -fo ~e Pentagrar uL-. A copj -fo our
■■Retro Me, the Art of Psychic Self-Defense” is on its way by 
The scars indicate you’w been operated on as part
The explosions wer- ings ~ ---p that partica _. * ne of research«
'They probably saved your life. ' ■ ■ put - - * r . , „ice.

HELtl 1 PIES OF “RET 2 fo" AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!
"I must write you about the reason for so many shortly. It 

häs to deal with conditioned entities being sent against a Scien
tology group which has broken away from tht ~ r- r :: ~ ‘ ■ r u •_ _ - 
illusionnient. The Gua-“ -ns of the Seien,"jy organ v are 
involvec vity against any former members who
turn against them >ep you informed."
< - ■ r ' Vienn- Iforlcs Books, .' v .. .„nada

22 ■ 2 Armageddon is on. The pace of the w » control of men's
minds is -.yatdi >, and the . ~_i-

One nf fow generals in the war is L. Ron Hubba. . _ vpil of
the Erc'ih > „' ' - . 1 wley. The basic id'~ - ia-
netics and Scientology were deri „c - . 's "Equinox" --
or so we wc-. r : >y a CIA agent in Los Angeles many y<
You can create an "eye" in the hurricane of c . ces
■vit! zr ag of geometrical figures of the kind described
and lllustrated in ” - . ,18 pages. .......... 50p

"PSYCHIC SELF-DEFENSE: A NEW APPROACH"
ALecture-Disciissioa. . c ehe °Dw« The Tlire shold” and the Sin-
Body, accumulation - ’ c ir past evil deeds which are dis- 
turbing a-n c nting our sleeping and waking hours today. Tied 
into this v. w contribütions st .for. 7 ;ng (The Shadow), 
Alice Bailey, Homer Curtiss, 1 tsky, Dion Fortune, Levi --
Riley Hansard Crabb, lectur . fob 14, ’ 1 1. , ' donation,
Anderson Research Center, 3960 Ingraham - > Los Angeles, "" via.

We’ll tape the talk so copies will > c ~ on 5 in reels,
3 3/4 speed, Monaural, rs, $6.50 postpaid; or on two 60-min 
Cassettes, : . v -nians ar--' ' ■■ v ,
God willing, we hope to transcribe and print t r fflid-s«nmer!

We wisl • • ~ all those Associates and ^<--.nds who encour- 
aged us and suppoyted us with prompt renewals and extra do 
toward the cc n of this Great Work, borderland. research,
during the Holiday seasoft. With cash, supplies and equipment in 
good working order we’ll continue to puebs-s along the lines laid 
down thirty years ago by our fou . ector, Meade Layne. Yes,
this is Volume XXXI of the found Robin Journal *2 v. : . ■- -
search, begun in 1945 in San Diego, California.
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BS1F I y 2. irloJndYlJ ■- jj I :r ;CESt Part I.
Now _ _ _r.ted form we . 2 m _ j.i _ '. t ’ '“ ’ ' r 1 : i ; : :ns
in Oct Science, developed by r r PT 5 . Americans living with
in the Western Mystery Trad l ~> i! Each lesson has three subsections: 
1. Theory, 2. Prac:• orkshop, 3. Discussion. The book is in-
dexed and there are many drawings and _ _ • ans to help the Ima
gination. The • «< 4' _ #as developed a. - tamline in actual dass
work i c-id t id V-. 1 There are drills in concentration,
relaxation, rejuvenation, rhythmic breathing ad _ _ '
all necessary conditior s _ i*. - . *i ■. r~d ’ dP or the expansion of
consciousness beyond the ph j: r.. The Ground Plan is the o i 
and the Tri t » j f ■ - our Tracd _ :-i. _ ii 1 • «... . . $3.00.

BSRF NO. .. ■ - .  THE IMVISIBLE REALITY.BEHIND APPEARANCES, Part II.
clhLa. zi , Five and Six, with Ld on "The Three Great Occult 
Tra< : - - j . öwing~Ködoür tradition came from Atlantis through 
Egypt; "The .. <■ . the Universe”, and ”Tl u .... . n of the
Uniu . We continue the comprehensive System . ad.- . x. -ent 
for the sincere Student, designed to put him or her in touch with 
tr_- : n Higher Self or Master, and within THAT the All-P- x
Creator. We continue the daily ”five-finger e: er- i _ ~ of the mind 
by which you raise your personality to cor. t > t , ' ■___! ig
your own clisciplines, working at your own pace. Bemember» ESP or 
Breani Control‘s a fine art» wnrthy of highes : . 75 pages $3.00.

BSRF NOS. 24-C, Lesson Seven: ”YOU LIVE IN FOU1 WORLDS”: 24-D, Les
son Eight: ”THE FOUR WAYS TO FREEDOM”, • = - . ■ • of the Faqueer
drart ed; 24~E, Lesson NinedTHE WAY OF THE NUN“, er . ■ , 1 . 
Theresa of Avila; 24-F, Lesson Ten: “THE _ i s «■ > on of the 
Eucl-t 1 ; (Lesson Eleven not transcribed yet) 24-H, Lesson Twelve: 
“THE WAY OF THE YOGIN or KABALIST'% .utdi 1 j - ' •
■ ... i m. All printed, Illustrator. ’•
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